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Introduction
The Townhouse Sash window is a patented design
unique to the Irish market. The window is designed
in the style of a sliding sash window but opens in
a different way. From the outside the window looks
just like a sliding sash window, but instead of sliding
up and down it opens out and in. The top sash
opens out and the bottom sash open in. This gives
full fire escape access, but also ensures that the
window has a compression seal, making it 100%
airtight resulting. This is unique for sliding sash
windows that are notorious for allowing air leakage.
The Townhouse Sash is a truly beautiful window.
This window looks just like the magnificent sliding
sash windows of old, as seen in many grand houses
and Georgian buildings. The Townhouse Sash Is
made from uPVC so cleaning and maintenance is
simple. The window comes in many configurations.
It is possible to place two or three windows side by
side to fill a large space.
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How it Works

The Townhouse Sash window opens
in a completely different way and has
a unique design when compared to
the traditional sliding sash window.
The top sash is top hung, it has an
outwardly opening sash, hinged so
that the top portion of the window
opens outwards and up, away from
the building in which the window
is installed. The bottom half of the
window is hinged to the side and
opens inwards and into the building
to which it is installed. The way in
which both the top and bottom sash
opens allows for the full area within
the frame to be open which gives full
fire escape access and is effective
even for smaller window sizes. This
is not possible with a traditional sliding sash window. When closing the bottom sash is closed first and the top
sash is closed last. When the top sash is locked in place it naturally pulls tight to the bottom sash and side
frames to provide an airtight compression seal, thus insuring zero air leakage.
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Design Specifications

U-Values

Double glazed unit centre
pane U-value of 1.1 W/m²K
produces an overall window
U-value of 1.3 W/m²K.
Triple glazed unit centre pane
U-value of 0.7 W/m²K produces an overall window U-value
of 1.0 W/m²k.

10 Year Guarantee

Key Features

Low E glass, double gasket
compression seals, warm
edge spacer bars, double
or triple glaze units, 155mm
7 chamber main frame as
standard produce a high
quality
energy
efficient
window.

The Townhouse window has
full fire escape access even
for windows of smaller sizes
because of it’s unique double

Airtightness

155 mm frame

The Townhouse Sash window
has a 10 year structural
guarantee. We are confident
in giving this guarantee
because of our rigorous
quality control. This is backed
up by our independent
testing with Buildcheck a UK

The window has been tested
for maximum exposure to air
air permeability and water
tightness passing both with
zero air and water leakage.
Air permeability tested to
max 600 Pa achieving class 4.
Water tightness tested to max

test centre.

900 Pa achieving class 4
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Fire Escape Access

opening sash design
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Low Maintenance

The beauty of UPVC profile is
that all it will ever need is a
wipe down from time to time
to bring it back to looking
brand new. We extrude all the
profile for this window in our
extrusion plant, thus ensuring
the highest quality.

A 155 mm frame makes for
a very solid window and an
energy efficient window.
Because of the width of the
frame and it’s 7 chambers,
heat escaping through the
frame becomes difficult. This
helps us achieve our A- rated
certification.

Security

The Townhouse uses heavy
duty hinges in our windows
to help give that extra level
of security. The window is
naturally robust because of
it’s 155 mm frame.

Design Specifications

Glazing

28 mm units in double and
triple glaze with 4mm window
pane thickness. We use warm
edge spacer bars. Argon gas
filled units as standard. The
centre pane U-value for a
double glaze unit is 1.1 W/
m²K and for triple glaze is 0.7
W/m²K.

Traditional Restoration

The Townhouse sash window
is an ideal replacement
for traditional sliding sash
windows in older buildings.
Keep the classic appearance
of a sash window with all the
energy efficiency of a modern
window, using up to date
design and materials.

Decorative Glazing

The Townhouse has many
different decorative glass
designs to choose from.
We use a resin technology to
produce the most beautiful
and complex designs full of
colour . The Townhouse offers
clear and obscure glass,
toughened glass, laminated
safety glass, opel & sanitised
glass. Please have a look at our
website for some ideas. That
is www.townhousewindows.ie
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Surface mounted Georgian bars

Gold Sash Locks

Silver Sash locks

Design Features

side lights

gold handle

Clever Design

chrome handle

sash horns

smokey chrome
handle

The Townhouse Sash window is a very clever yet simple design. It has very few moving parts compared
to a traditional vertical sliding sash window. It does not require spring balances where a conventional
sliding sash requires four of these, with various weight strengths to suit the different weights of various
sash sizes, nor does it require attachments that have to be supplied individually to suit the different
weights. Due to fact that the window does not have balancing springs, which eventually slacken or
break, it is both simple and cost effective to manufacture and service, saving in labour as well as
cost. The window is not a sliding sash window and therefore cannot get caught in a sliding position,
which commonly happens in a traditional sliding sash window. The only adjustments necessary for a
Townhouse Sash window are to the hinges and catches which is very simple, i.e. low maintenance.

SMOKEY CHROME SASH LOCKS
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Heavy Duty Hinge
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Interior Images
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Weather Proof Window

The Townhouse Sash window comes in several configurations, finishes and features. The Townhouse can come
with an arch, with sidelights, in bay and bow style or a double Townhouse design. We produce the window in
many different finishes, in a natural rich ivory cream, in white or from our woodgrain finishes like golden oak,
rosewood and dark green. Two colours on one window is also an option, for example why not try cream on the
interior with dark green on the exterior, this option is popular.
Different features include Georgian bars, either surface mounted or internally placed between the glass panes.
Georgian bars give the window a period look. Surface mounted Georgian bars can be arranged in a Georgian
pattern or just a single vertical bar. Astragal bars really make the Townhouse sash window standout. Extra
features for the window include double gasket seals, gold and chrome locks, gold and chrome hinges, night
latch, heavy duty hinges and adjustable locks.

Woodgrain effect colour options

extruded
cream

anthracite
grey

white pvc

red

golden
oak

black bog
oak

Image Colours may vary slightly to end product
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dark green

steel blue

rosewood

balmoral

light cream

chartwell
green

basalt grey

Traditional sliding sash windows have one common
flaw air leakage. Every sliding sash window we have
looked at was susceptible to wind penetration
and some to water penetration, primarily because
their weather seals have no compression. They
cannot have rubber gaskets due to how they
function in an up and down sliding motion. The
patented Townhouse Sash window on the other
hand operates with a similar motion to a casement
window. Both sashes open away from the frame,
in turn, they close into the frame, compressing the
rubber seal ensuring zero air leakage. Traditional
vertically sliding sash windows slide up and
down and have a sliding seal that has little or no
compression. As a consequence, these windows
have low energy ratings no matter what material
they are made from. Futhermore a traditional
sliding sash window is not effective for fire escape
purposes. The new Townhouse window solves all
of these problems.
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Manufacturing, materials and
labour cost advantage
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Advantages

The Townhouse Sash window has fewer moving parts and profiles than that of a traditional sliding sash window.
It does not require spring balances where traditional windows require four, plus attachments that have to be
supplied individually to suit the different weights of different sash sizes.In traditional sliding sash windows, all
these different parts are time consuming to attach, our window will save in labour as well as cost. To open a
conventional sliding sash window for fire escape access requires a lot of extra gear which is both expensive
and labour intensive. Overall, while the Townhouse Sash window does not slide, it is a more reliable, has lower
labour and material costs, yet will look the same as a traditional sliding sash window.

Townhouse Sash window is ideal as a fire escape window. While the bottom half can open fully in, at the same
time the top half can open fully out, giving a full open space to escape from in the event of a fire. While some
of the present day vertically sliding sash windows can open both sashes to the side, this is achieved with some
difficulty.
It is also important to note that while the traditional sliding sash window slides up and down, it lacks the
compression of our newly designed Townhouse Sash window. This is due to the fact that our window has
compression against the main frame, outside sash and against the seals by way of an espag type lock wedging
system which accommodates same. This gives a compression seal, which is a great advantage in terms of

Servicing and longevity

1. Air tightness
2. Water permeability
3. Wind resistance

Due to fact that the Townhouse Sash window does not have balancing springs, which eventually slacken or
break, it is both simple and cost effective to manufacture and service, saving in labor as well as cost. The
window is not a sliding sash window and therefore cannot get caught in a sliding position, which commonly
happens in a traditional sliding sash window. The only adjustments necessary for a Townhouse window are to
the hinges and catches which is very simple, i.e. low maintenance.
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This compressed sealing system which in itself is not new in a standard casement type window, is new to this
type of window. While traditional vertically sliding sash windows in UPVC, wood or other materials get a very
poor energy rating, this window can achieve the top energy rating.
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Summary
The weather tightness classification tests were performed by Buildcheck an independant test centre in
the UK, and were performed in accordance with the following standards:
- AirpermeabilitytestsinaccordancewithBSEN1026:2000
- Watertightness test in accordance with BS EN 1027:2000
- Wind resistance tests in accordance with BS EN 12211:2000
- Exposure category classification in accordance with BS 6375-1:2009 (clauses 6, 7 and 8)
This report records the test data and documents all of the calculations in accordance with the equations
contained within the above standards.
The following classification was achieved:

UK exposure		
Air permeability			
Watertightness		
category			
		
Class
Maximum test
Class
Maximum test
				pressure			 pressure
1600		
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4		

600 Pa		

E900		

900 Pa

Resistance to wind load
Class		
A4

P1

P2

P3

1600

800

2400
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